How to build responsible AI? Lessons for governance from a conversation with Tay
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Abstract
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is intelligence displayed by a machine observing its surrounding and acting to maximise its ultimate goal. The recent developments of AI have progressed to such an extent that many scholars now stress the importance of creating AI that is safe and responsible. This is important as organizations continue to develop algorithms that turn out harmful for those involved and affected by AI. We review the example of Microsoft’s chatbot Tay, which posted inflammatory, offensive and racist tweets in 2016. The example demonstrates how AI is not without risks. To help avoid risks, we use a qualitative approach to study organisations that developed and implemented a chatbot. Our objective is to further understand both technical and organisational governance practices that ensure responsible AI.
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Introduction

On March 23, 2016, Microsoft Corporation launched Tay, an AI chatbot on Twitter, with the objective of having conversations with Twitter users, learn from these interactions and improve itself. However, after 16 hours and 96,000 tweets, Tay was taken offline since it had started to post inflammatory, offensive and racist tweets, resulting in a public relations disaster for Microsoft (Hern 2016, Vincent 2016, Murgia 2016). The example of Tay showed that AI released in the real world, may behave different to when used in isolated controlled environments (Garcia 2016). The case of Tay also showed that biased data can have a huge (negative) impact on anticipated outcomes (O'Neil 2016, Spielkamp 2017). What became clear is that while AI is rapidly impacting all aspects of society and starting to make up for its promise (Yudkowsky 2008), it does not come without risks (Luca, Kleinberg, and Mullainathan 2016).

AI is intelligence presented by machines that perceive its environment and take action accordingly to maximise its ultimate goal (Bostrom 2014, Russell and Norvig 1995). In recent years, there has been a continuous stream of breakthroughs of AI, made possible through increased “computational capabilities, algorithm design and communication technology” (Alfonseca et al. 2016, 1), resulting in algorithmic businesses that rely on complex algorithms and Artificial Intelligence to automate business processes and improve decision-making (Prentice 2016). It is seen as a natural evolution of any business transformation to digital, whereby new value can be created thanks to AI (Prentice 2016). As such, algorithms are likely to take over jobs and result in significant loss of jobs across the globe (Ford 2015, Berriman 2017, Furman 2016). One place where this is quite visible is the area of call centres, where conversational artificial intelligence, also known as chatbots, are taking over much of the work previously performed by call centre agents (Accenture 2017). However, the challenges and potential negative implications of artificial intelligence have also become quite visible, with the debacle of the chatbot Tay as a warning. In fact, there are increasingly concerns on the risks that artificial intelligence may bring humanity in the coming decades (Müller and Bostrom 2016).

There are three forms of Artificial Intelligence; Narrow AI, Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) and Super Artificial Intelligence (SAI) (Bostrom 2014). Narrow AI refers to artificial intelligence that is more intelligent than humans on specific tasks in relatively narrow
domains (Baum, Goertzel, and Goertzel 2011), e.g. a trading algorithm or Siri on your iPhone. Artificial General Intelligence refers to AI systems having autonomous self-control and self-understanding and the ability to learn new things to solve a wide variety of problems in different contexts (Goertzel and Pennachin 2007), e.g. Siri capable of driving your car, doing your accountancy and making you a coffee. The final phase of intelligence is Super Artificial Intelligence, which means intelligence that far exceeds the intelligence of any man however clever (Bostrom 2014, Good 1966), in continuation of the Siri metaphor, it means Siri ruling the world. SAI will result in new forms of intelligence unfamiliar to mankind today (Armstrong, Sandberg, and Bostrom 2012, Bostrom 2014), and offers different risks than any other known existential risk humans faced before and hence requires a fundamentally different approach. However, until now little research has been done to understand what this approach should be and how organisations can contribute to safe AI.

The dangers of AI

Discussions of whether AI is as a catastrophic risk to mankind has recently also reached the academic world, where the “discourse about the existential risk related to AI” (Alfonseca et al. 2016, 1) has attracted many scholars to investigate the subject and conclude the importance of developing safe AI (Russell, Dewey, and Tegmark 2015, Anderson 2015). Even if the chances for it to come true might be extremely small, these risks should be taken serious because of what is at stake (Barrett and Baum 2016) and there have been already plenty examples of AI gone wrong (O’Neil 2016) and inflict damage (Luca, Kleinberg, and Mullainathan 2016). In fact, Moor (2005) argues that ethical problems will increase as technologies improve and develop into mutually enabling technologies, as is the case with artificial intelligence that uses reinforcement learning to improve itself (Bostrom 2014). In such cases, governance becomes increasingly important to ensure that high-quality, non-biased data (O’Neil 2016) is used and algorithms are developed in line with existing, as well as future, norms, values and ethics (Anderson, Anderson, and Armen 2004, Moor 2005, Reynolds 2011, Anderson and Anderson 2011). As the Tay chatbot example shows, artificial intelligence and machine learning rely on input data that trains the algorithm. As a consequence, it is not immune from the ‘garbage in, garbage out’ rule (Musib et al. 2017). Therefore, there is a moral obligation to ensure that artificial intelligence remains safe and friendly, now and in the future, which is why Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier (2013) argue for the need of ‘algorithmists’ who review algorithms as existing accountants review the financials of an organisation to ensure that AI performs correctly and is not affected due to
low-quality, biased, input data.

**The importance of governance**

Although data governance has grown in importance because of artificial intelligence (Alhassan, Sammon, and Daly 2016, Malik 2013), many organisations don’t see data as an asset (Tallon 2013) and hence lack a clear understanding of the importance of high-quality, unbiased, input data (O'Neil 2016). As a result, companies face a variety of problems that could harm the business (Cleven and Wortmann 2010), as we saw with the debacle of Tay. Wende (2007) argues, therefore, that organisations need the right governance processes that ensure high-quality data, resulting in a *single version of the truth*, to cope with the strategic and operational challenges of their environment (Watson, Fuller, and Ariyachandra 2004, Khatri and Brown 2010) and to prevent biases when dealing with artificial intelligence (O'Neil 2016). Other scholars, on the other hand, argue for the need of IT ethics, which refers to the ethical behaviour of information systems and their employees (Banerjee, Cronan, and Jones 1998, Tavani 2003, Reynolds 2011). With the rise of intelligent machines, this is gradually moving towards machine ethics, focused on how algorithms and machines can behave ethically now and in the future (Satell 2016, Anderson and Anderson 2011).

**Human-Machine networks**

The development of AI results in an increasing convergence of the human and the computer, resulting in social, technological, political and ethical implications where artificial intelligence and humans are becoming increasingly interwoven in mutually dependent networks (Fleischmann 2009). This is especially visible in areas where chatbots are implemented, as humans directly interact with artificially intelligent agents (Zamora 2017). Understanding the success or failure of Artificial Intelligence and subsequent interactions with different actors can be achieved by Actor-Network Theory (Tatnall 2005). As Tatnall (2005) argues, ANT helps to explain how agents with specific (artificial) characteristics interact with each other and allows an analysis of both artificial and non-artificial agents in the same context, avoiding the need to think in human/non-human barriers and ignoring hierarchical distribution of actors (Latour 2005). Such a flat ontology, where actors of different size and type are considered equally capable of creating interactions with each other, is especially relevant in considering the impact of (Super) Artificial Intelligence on organisations and humans across time and space. Since ANT assumes infinite pliability and freedom of actors, it helps to understand how actors make a certain network successful.

Research Question

In the past decades, IT ethics and governance have played an increasingly important role and many researchers have focused on these topics (Reynolds 2011, Tavani 2003, Sarsfield 2009, Bruwer and Rudman 2015). Nonetheless, little research has been done on how organisational structures and processes could ensure that Artificial Intelligence will not have flaws or do no harm to actors involved, especially when AI evolves to Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) or even Super Artificial Intelligence (SAI). Therefore, we seek to develop a framework that enables organisations to understand what is required to ensure safe, or responsible, AI, i.e. AI that does what we want it to do and does not harm any actors involved. We aim to answer the research question *How can organisations ensure responsible AI and prevent AI from harming those actors involved?* We propose to answer this question via a qualitative study among Australian organisations that have developed and implemented artificial intelligence in the form of a chatbot. Our research will focus on understanding what technical as well as organisational governance practices organisations have taken to ensure responsible chatbots.

In the paper, we will discuss the theoretical background related to various forms of Artificial Intelligence, the role governance can play within organisations to ensure responsible AI and we discuss the theoretical lens of Actor Network Theory that we will apply to answer our research question. This will lead us to our proposed conceptual framework, which we aim to validate in the qualitative study. Finally, we will end with a discussion on the results, our limitations and an agenda for further research in this continuously developing research field.
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